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Very few Western legal treatises were translated into Russian before World War II, at the time of strict political and economic isolation of the Soviet Union. According to official Soviet teaching the socialist legal system and the capitalist legal system were so far apart as to be almost incomparable.

Western legal works translated in the 1920's and 1930's were either practical German handbooks dealing with the technique of criminal investigation or with practical issues of maritime law. The only international law textbook translated at this period, Franz von Liszt's Völkerrecht, was a new, revised Russian edition prepared for Russian students by V. E. Grabar. Grabar stated in the foreword that he omitted all political views of German scholars contained in the original work. Omitted also was everything which was only of interest to German readers before World War I; instead, Soviet legislation in the field of international law and relations was added.

Worth mentioning are three short booklets dealing with theoretical foundations of law, translated very early in the period: Duguit, Hedemann and Karner. The earliest one, done before the formation of the Soviet Union, was Duguit's Les transformations générales du droit privé (1919). Duguit's theory of social functions of law presented in favorable light by Professor A. G. Goikhbarg was later condemned as anti-marxist. Hedemann's Grundzüge des Wirtschaftsrechts attracted the attention of Soviet lawyers by the mere concept of economic law. Promoters of this concept and authors of Soviet textbooks on economic law, Goikhbarg and Pashukanis, were later declared enemies of the people. Translation of Karner's book did not have such damaging effects. The last translation of this period, Sagnac's Legislation civile de la Revolution française, 1789-1804, had more
historical significance. P. I. Stuchka explained in the foreword the differences between the bourgeois French Revolution and the October Revolution.

After a full decade of almost complete absence of any legal translations an unexpected surprise was the appearance of Beccaria's translation in late 1939. The present writer well remembers the sense of pride with which the director of the Publishing House of the People's Commissariat for Justice in Moscow presented him with a copy of this book, explaining that the translation was approved personally by Vyshinskii.

The conclusion of World War II opened a new period. Translations of Western legal literature became numerous. They comprised leading Western textbooks (civil law and common law) in latest editions expanding into a wide variety of subjects like: civil law (Enneccerus, Julliot de la Morandièrè), especially the law of contracts (Anson, Salmond, Gaudemet, Savatier), criminal law (Das ausländische Strafrecht der Gegenwart, Kenny), criminal procedure (Wilshere), constitutional law (Jenks, Wade, Brecht, Maunz, Prélot), administrative law (Vedel), local administration (Detton), commercial law (Charlesworth, Lusk), copyright (Sidjanski), international law (Oppenheim, O'Connell, Anzilotti, Hyde, Verdross, Serres, Satow), conflict of laws (Wolff, Raape), maritime and air law (Higgins-Colombos, Shawcross-Beaumont), court organization and administration (Archer, Karlen), comparative law (David).

Some classics of legal literature were also translated in this period: Grotius, De jure belli et pacis, Vattel's Le droit des gens. And from the French revolutionary legal writings: Marat's Plan de législation criminelle, and Robespierre's articles and speeches La légalité révolutionnaire et l'administration de justice were translated.

Translations were prepared, generally, very carefully. In cases of abridged translations, some lengthy cases included in original editions were eliminated. A tendency to omit "just" decisions but to translate controversial ones was not established. The titles of books translated were in some cases changed to make them more understandable to Russian readers. Most of the translations listed here were published by the State Publishing House for Foreign Literature without indication of the number of copies printed. Translations published by other institutions included this detail. From the data available we can conclude that the number of copies was not small.

All translations are preceded by substantial forewords written by the best Russian subject specialists: for international law:

9. The only exception was Rudolf's book.
10. O prestupleniakh i nakazaniakh (Dei delitti e delle pene).
11. Iuridicheskoe izdatel'stvo NKIu SSSR.
12. 1883-1954, at that time Procurator General of the Soviet Union.
13. E.g. Archer's Queen's Courts appeared in translation as English Judicial System; Julliot de la Morandièrè's Droit civil was translated as Civil Law of France.

Fleishits justified the translation of Lusk's Business Law in these words:

The book will be of interest for those working with the foreign commerce of the USSR, with Soviet transport organizations, with state insurance and with banks, which encounter in their activities problems of the civil law of the United States. Besides features indicated above it contains also short informations about the historic development of a number of institutions of the civil law in the United States, and, written by a professor of an American University, it presents a clear picture of ideological foundations on which the teaching of law is based at American universities, where not only practitioners are trained but also theoretical studies in the field of civil law are pursued.\textsuperscript{15}

Reading more forewords, one finds a certain pattern. Authors of forewords seemingly do not trust Russian readers who might form their own opinions of capitalist law as presented in translations. Forewords serve as a kind of insulation from the influence of foreign ideas. The superiority of Soviet law as the law of the highest historical type is placed beyond any discussion. Shortcomings of the capitalist legal system are pointed out again and again. The language of forewords is often intemperate. Fleishits demonstrates her extreme hostility towards the Uniform Commercial Code.\textsuperscript{16} But there are exceptions. Tunkin does not degrade all of Verdross's views on international law and agrees with some. He describes Verdross as one of the greatest contemporary bourgeois specialists in international law, widely known not only in Austria, but also in other countries.\textsuperscript{17} Lunts maintains also a well balanced, learned style in prefacing the books by Wolff and Raape.

The question remains to be raised about the rationale for Soviet interest in foreign law demonstrated by the numerous translations

\textsuperscript{14} Fleishits was the first woman admitted to the Tsarist Russian bar, in 1909.
\textsuperscript{16} "Hitler’s bloody regime is an example of the accomplishment of the fullest subordination of the interest of the ruling clique. The Code comments clearly indicate that the Uniform Commercial Code through judicial arbitrariness can accomplish a like result." Foreword to Lusk's \textit{Grazhdanskoe pravo SShA}, p. 12.
\textsuperscript{17} Verdross, A. \textit{Mezhdunarodnoe pravo}. Translated and with a foreword by G. I. Tunkin (Moscow, 1959) p. 5.
after World War II. The answer can be found in the book *Civil and Commercial Law of Capitalist States* published in 1966 in Moscow by the Institute of International Relations. Its first chapter starts with the explanation why the study of bourgeois law is indispensable. The principle of peaceful coexistence is stressed.

The principle of legal coexistence is demonstrated in the legal field by the mutual recognition and respect of legal systems prevailing in various countries. As generally known, law is a juridical superstructure over a certain basis. It is created by the sum of production relations constituting the economic structure of the society. Therefore, without familiarity of the society, in our case capitalist society, without knowledge of its legal system, it is not possible to adhere effectively to the principle of peaceful coexistence in the area of economic and cultural cooperation with capitalist countries. Economic and cultural cooperation is not possible without familiarity with the legal status of the participants of the legal life in these countries, with the legal regime of property and other relations, with the system of legal protection of scientific, literary, and technical creativity and other legal institutions.¹⁹

Practical considerations are named by the authors of this book as a second reason for the indispensability of knowledge of foreign law. With the increase of international business relations, cases are not uncommon when foreign law must be applied by Soviet courts. Books in Russian on foreign law help courts in making correct decisions.²⁰

Relatively heavy translating activity was conducted at the time when foreign authors' rights were not protected in the Soviet Union.²¹ The author of this comment "discovered" in 1963 the Russian translation of Professor Lusk's *Business Law*. It came as a real surprise to Lusk who had not been asked permission or paid any royalties.

Translations listed on the following pages were published by the State Publishing House for Foreign Literature in Moscow²² unless otherwise indicated.

### German

Hedemann, Justus Wilhelm. Osnovnye cherty khoziaistvennogo prava; transfomatsiia poniatia sobstvennosti (*Grundzüge des Wirtschaftsrechts*). Translated by S. N. Landkof. Foreword and notes

---

19. Id. p. 4.
20. Id. p. 5.
22. Gosudarstvennoe izdatel'stvo inostrannoi literature.


English


United States

Hyde, Charles Cheney. Mezhdunarodnoe pravo, ego ponimanie i primenenie Soedinnennyami Shtatami Ameriki (International Law, chiefly as interpreted and applied by the United States). Transl. by I. S. Shokhor. 1950-54. 6 vols. Foreword to first volume by L. A. Modzhorian, and with notes by V. N. Durdenevskii; foreword and notes to second, fourth and sixth volume by B. A. Dranov; to third volume by L. A. Modzhorian; to fifth volume by S. B. Krylov.


French


Italian


Latin


Translations of Foreign Legal Codes

As a by-product of compiling this bibliographical list a few data about foreign legal codes in Russian translations are added here.

A Russian translation of the German Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch was published as early as 1898. The Swiss Zivilgesetzbuch was translated in 1915. The (incomplete) French Code civil was known in Russian translation as Civil Statutes of the Provinces of the Polish Kingdom, edited by Stavski, Sandler, and others.
Except for the Swiss code of obligations, translated in 1930 by S. I. Raevich, the most important translations appeared during and after World War II. Among these are several old codes of only historical significance like *Constitutio Criminalis Carolina*, the Laws of Gortyn, Ekloga, the Laws of Manu. Of Western laws in force we name here the excellent translation by I. Pereterskii of the French *Code civil*,\textsuperscript{23} the translations by N. S. Lapshina of the French *Code penal*,\textsuperscript{24} the French code of criminal procedure,\textsuperscript{25} French Constitution with the most important constitutional statutes\textsuperscript{26} and the Swiss *Strafgesetzbuch*.\textsuperscript{27}

There are three volumes of patent legislation of Western countries, including the U.S.A., in Russian translation.\textsuperscript{28}

U.S. legislation in Russian translation is represented by the Uniform Commercial Code\textsuperscript{29} and by the Model Penal Code.\textsuperscript{30}

\footnotesize
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{23} Frantsuzskii grazhdanskii kodeks 1804 goda, s posdneishimi izmeneniami do 1939 goda (Moskva, Iurizdat, 1941) 471 p.
\item \textsuperscript{24} Frantsuzskii ugolovniy kodeks 1810 goda. So vstup. stat'ei (Moskva, Iurizdat, 1947) 372 p. 3000 copies.
\item \textsuperscript{25} Ugolovno-protsessualnyi kodeks Frantsii 1958 goda. Foreword by S. V. Bobotov and V. I. Kaminskaia (Moskva, Progress, 1967). 323 p.
\item \textsuperscript{26} Konstitutsiia i zakonodatel'nye akty Frantsuzskoi Respubliki (Moskva, Iurizdat, 1958). 527 p. 5000 copies.
\item \textsuperscript{27} Shveitsrskii ugolovniy kodeks 1937 goda. Transl. N.S. Lapshina (Moskva, Iurizdat, 1947). 128 p. 1000 copies.
\item \textsuperscript{29} Edinoobraznyi torgovyi kodeks SShA (Moskva, Progress, 1969). 431 p.
\item \textsuperscript{30} Primernyi ugolovniy kodeks (SShA). Ofits. proekt Instituta amerikanskogo prava. Edit. and with a foreword by B. S. Nikiforov (Moskva, Progress, 1969). 303 p.
\end{itemize}